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The competition and the Robin Johnson legacy

W

elcome!
The Composition Competition on the theme of ‘On The Water’ was
conceived to commemorate the life of Robin Johnson, a long-standing and
well loved member of our Choir - and a keen sailor.
Robin’s generous legacy has funded tonight’s concert. We will perform
the final selection and the eminent judges Cecilia McDowall & Stephen
Jackson will make their choice of a winner.
The past 21 months has been a challenging time for all of us but especially
those connected with the entertainment industry. Our choir has valiantly
continued to rehearse on Zoom throughout the ‘lockdowns’ and the
pieces you will hear tonight were learned by this method. Zoom was a word
connected with speed and ice lollies, who would have suspected it would be
our Choir’s internet saviour!
Our Musical Director, Hilary Campbell has been our rock throughout.
Without her enthusiasm and perseverance, giving up might well have been
the only alternative option.
She has been rewarded for her outstanding efforts by winning Best Vocal
Group Music Director and Best Project with a Focus on New Music awards
at the recent 2021 Making Music Awards Event. Well deserved recognition
for her encouraging and positive attitude and her outstanding talent.
The five original competition pieces have been selected from an
incredible 150 entries submitted by composers of all ages and from all over
the world.
We hope you enjoy hearing these and the other four pieces tonight.
Supporting live music is more important than ever and we thank you for
being here.


Enjoy!
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Tony Speakman

The entries and composers – in no particular order

1

The Song that the River Sang
Poem: Fred S. Thacker Music: Chris Williams
“The Thames Highway - A History of the Inland Navigation” by Fred S. Thacker
was published in 1920. It is a remarkably detailed history of the Thames,
interspersed with several poems, beginning with “The Song that the River Sang”,
a concise description of the river from source to estuary in six verses. For me,
living on the southern edge of the Chiltern Hills, it is also a celebration of the
view of the Thames Valley from my window where I can follow the Thames from
Maidenhead to Staines, with Windsor Castle right in the middle, especially on
days when a bank of fog delineates its course. Sadly, this glorious view is about to
be obliterated by the construction of a new block of flats. On a geographical point,
“sweet Cooper’s Hill” overlooks Runnymede.

Chris Williams
Chris began his musical career at the age of eight as a chorister at St. Paul’s
Cathedral, London. Having won a scholarship to study Music at New College,
Oxford, he went on to study at the Guildhall School of Music and Drama, where he
won several prestigious prizes, including the 1979 Royal Philharmonic Prize. From
2003, he lived in India for 16 years, where, for two years, he was Composer-inResidence at a school in the Himalayan foothills, and then moved to Bangalore as a
composer, pianist and teacher. Most recently, he has won two choral composition
prizes: the 2016 Komos International Competition, Bologna, and the 2020 Voices
of Hope Competition. His latest commission, for 1,000 voices and the Band of the
Royal Marines in Plymouth to commemorate the 400th centenary of the sailing of
the Mayflower from Plymouth UK to America, was performed on 11th July 2021 on
Plymouth Hoe.
Before India, Chris lived in Devon. In 1985, he was appointed as Musician-inResidence at the Beaford Centre and thereafter worked freelance as a composer,
teacher and musical director for choirs and music theatre, especially at the Theatre
Royal, Plymouth. There have been several productions of “Korczak” (about an
orphanage in the Warsaw Ghetto) most notably by Opera I Filharmonia Podlaska
in Poland (under the auspices of UNESCO), which was voted the most important
Polish historical event and won the Jan Kipura Award for Best Theatrical
Performance in 2012. Much of his choral music is published by Stainer & Bell and
children’s songs in the Singing Sherlock series by Boosey & Hawkes.

This piece was chosen by the judges as the
RUNNER UP
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maggie and milly and molly and may
“maggie and milly
and molly and may”.
Copyright © 1956, 1984,
1991 by the Trustees
for the
E. E. Cummings Trust,
from COMPLETE
POEMS: 1904-1962 by
E. E. Cummings, edited
by George J. Firmage.
Used by permission of
Liveright Publishing
Corporation.

maggie and milly and molly and may
went down to the beach (to play one day)
and maggie discovered a shell that sang
so sweetly she couldn’t remember her troubles, and
milly befriended a stranded star
whose rays five languid fingers were;
and molly was chased by a horrible thing
which raced sideways while blowing bubbles: and
may came home with a smooth round stone
as small as a world and as large as alone.
For whatever we lose (like a you or a me)
it’s always ourselves we find in the sea

Poignant in its simplicity, E E Cummings’ poem maggie and milly and molly and may
explores the idea of the seaside as a catalyst for inner change in the lives of four girls.
Cummings’ four characters and their unique revelations are mirrored in the structure of the
musical setting. The lilting opening acts as an almost banal epilogue, befitting the simple
imagery of the four girls playing at the beach. Maggie – placing a shell against her ear – hears
sweet music, represented in the piece by textless singing which makes her forget her troubles.
Milly seeks companionship in a stranded starfish, whose “five languid fingers” are depicted
by five imitative iterations of a musical idea. The unrelenting piano figuration that follows
depicts the “horrible thing” (presumably a crab) which chases Molly. Contrastingly, May’s
contemplative and introspective disposition is marked by a return to something more sparse
and simplistic. The final stanza is set in unison, emulating the collective sense in which the sea
can act as a vessel through which all people may have their own transformative experiences.
Concluding the work, the pensive piano postlude breaks away from the text, a conciliator for
the loss we experience through life and an invitation to find ourselves in the sea.

David McGregor
Whether grappling with the composition of new works, playing saxophone in funk outfit
‘Jabba the Funk’ or singing evensong at Chichester Cathedral, David McGregor’s life
has been profoundly shaped by music. The raucous sounds of his early music making
– undertaking piano, saxophone, and clarinet – were held in sharp relief against the
peaceful landscape of the Lake District where he was raised. He began composing as a
teenager, winning competition classes as a performer and composer in the Mary Wakefield
Competition and the South Cumbria Music Festival. Heavily influenced at the time by
Russian composers such as Shostakovich, David felt this angst-ridden music offered a
window into his teenage psyche.
A graduate of the University of Cambridge, he earned a first-class degree in Music in 2017
before moving to North Yorkshire to begin a choral scholarship at York Minster. Deciding
to cultivate his penchant for choral composition, he enrolled in an MA at the University of
York, graduating with a Distinction in January 2020. Going on to become an Alto Lay Vicar at
Chichester Cathedral, David now sings eight services a week as part of the daily liturgy there.
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This piece was chosen by the judges as the
WINNER.
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Bemist Enmist
Words & Music: Jack Ballard
As an experienced boater, I have had the opportunities of kayaking on white
water, rowing an 8-oar crew and sailing before a brisk wind. Bemist, Enmist,
recalls the quietest moment an early boater experiences on the water exactly
at dawn, which occurs in places as diverse as the Thai beaches to the rocky
Puget Sound to the low islands of the Bahamas. The land breezes have not
started yet, and the mists retain mysterious shapes borne of the night’s
cooling of the moist air.
All effects and performances of the piece rely on what I have termed as
“sonic minimalism,” first explored with my piece, Cherubim Bells (SATB).
Such a case is somewhere between Pärt minimalism and Cage’s aleatoric
silent pieces and relies as much on the venue ambience as the piece itself:
each performance is unique. Some sounds such as sibilance will carry
extensively, especially in a cathedral setting. Others, such as ‘ng, ‘n’, ‘r’ and
‘i’, will not carry so much as provide a shimmery timbre to underscore the
melodies. The harmonies are intentionally closed voicing so that a harmonic
presence at times is more felt, than the melodies.

Jack Ballard
Jack Ballard has composed, performed and produced a variety of music, from
classical, world and film music to jazz and bluegrass to punk and hip hop. Mentors
included Gunther Schuller, Stefan Kozinsky, Wendell Jones, Arthur Post and
David Maddux. The ballet, The Castle, received the Thanatopolis Prize for
Memorial Composition for its “Lament,” and Dances for violin was the winner
of the OME competition in 2010. Most recently, Chrystalin for violin and piano
reached semi-finalist, his Four Seasons, finalist, in the American Prize in 2019,
finalist for Las aguas de las montañas for piano in the Aleanor Composition
Competition (2020) and winner of the Festival Fresco Composition Competition
for his Agitation for piano trio (2021).
These pieces are added to commissions for community ensembles, two years
as staff music director in Atlanta with the popular PM Perspectives, film scoring,
the full opera Intent and Purpose, the world-famous radio plays Adventures in
Odyssey, and recently in 2020 an incidental music suite to the graphic novel based
on MacDonald’s The Light Princess with Cave Pictures Publishing. Probably
the best-known representation of musical variety is the song cycle The Psalms,
which includes such jazz notables as Alex Acuña, David Friesen, Fletch Wiley,
Tom Patitucci, and members of the Oregon Symphony. “So unique and creative,
it breaks new artistic ground” from National Religious Broadcaster. “A great
collection:” Moody Monthly. A Fulbright Scholar and Specialist in African Music,
his pieces infuse classical and ethnic styles from South America, American folk,
Asia, the Middle East and Europe.
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Glide Gently
Poem: William Wordsworth Music: Susan Legg
I live just a two minute walk to the sea which is a constant source of inspiration
whether it is peaceful or turbulent! Therefore the Robin Johnson Composition
Prize On the Water immediately appealed to me and it wasn’t long before Glide
Gently started to emerge. With Robin’s obvious love of the water and specifically
the Thames, Wordsworth’s poem seemed a clear choice for the choral setting.
I am also a keen sailor and being connected to the water is always a magical
experience for me so I wanted to include an element of mystery in the harmonies.
The piano imitates the waves gently lapping as the singers set sail. The undulating
phrasing and climaxes suggest a light wind on the water before peace resumes and
the boat sails into the distance on the ‘fair river’.

Susan Legg
Having taught myself the piano, composition has always been a natural part of
my musical life, even though I trained as a pianist and singer at the Royal College
of Music and National Opera Studio and spent my early years singing opera in
Glyndebourne, Bayreuth and Wexford Festivals. Since winning the National
Mozart Singing Competition, I specialised in contemporary song, freelancing as a
mezzo with the BBC Singers, giving recitals in the Wigmore Hall and South Bank
and singing a lot of oratorio - a real love of mine!
For cinema and TV, I have collaborated with composer Stephen Baysted on the
scores for director Phil Grabsky’s feature films: The Impressionists and the man
who made them (piano, voice and arrangements); Renoir: Revered and Reviled
(piano, voice and composition); I, Claude Monet (piano) and The Young Picasso
(piano and voice). For video games, I was solo vocalist and pianist on soundtracks
for Project Cars and Project Cars 2 and featured vocalist on Atari’s Test Drive:
Ferrari Racing Legends and Need for Speed: Shift 2 Unleashed.
Last year I returned to my operatic roots as the opera diva on ITV’s Endeavour
in full Baroque costume and wig!
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A jug of this
Words Ye Mariners All, traditional Music: Pamela Slatter
When I saw that the theme of the competition was “On the water” I was really
quite excited. Straight away in my mind’s eye I saw various scenes of waves,
weather, storms, peacefulness, blue skies etc. A theme I could really get my
“musical teeth” stuck into. I never envisaged that I would end up composing a
drinking song!
I think as a composer, you just know when you’re looking at the right words.
After considering various poems I found a website of sea shanties and sea songs.
The lyrics I’ve chosen are from Ye mariners all, a traditional sea song and what
really grabbed me were the words “ And pop your nose in a jug of this.” Hence my
piece “A jug of this” was born!

Pamela Slatter
I am a retired music teacher, I gained my degree in music at Trinity College of
music where I studied the piano and then have taught in schools all my working
life. During this time I’ve written and arranged music for various instrumental
groups, orchestras and choirs which have been performed within these
schools. Now, since I’ve retired, I have begun to write choral music. I’ve always
sung in choirs so this seemed a natural step. Now, after about five or six years, I am
finding that gradually my pieces are being performed and well received.
The London Concert Choir with whom I sing, directed by Mark Forkgen, have
performed three of my carols in their Christmas concerts at Holy Trinity Church
Sloane Square. The most recent one is my version of Silent Night which was
performed in 2019. This has also been performed by the chamber choir Felicitas
at Waltham Abbey in 2018. Felicitas chose to include it in their latest CD of
their favourite Christmas music. Two movements from my setting of The Lady
of Shalott by Tennyson wereperformed by the chamber choir the Meljon Singers
in March last year, conducted by Janette Ruocco in a concert of works by women
composers. This was our last concert before the lockdown last March. Also, last
year I won the Mary Otty carol competition with my version of I Saw Three Ships.
This was arranged and performed by the Bristol Choral Society.

Whilst the judges deliberate the choir will sing:
At the river - Aaron Copland
The Rio Grande - Arr. Stephen Jackson
Shenandoah- Arr. Linda Steen Spevacek
Sure on this shining night - Samual Barber
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The judges
Stephen Jackson
Stephen Jackson is one of Britain’s foremost choral directors. He has directed
TCM Chamber Choir (now Trinity Laban Chamber Choir) since 1990 and built it
into one of the most active ensembles of all the London conservatoires, performing
on BBC Radio, at the BBC Proms, at all the major London concert venues and on
tour in France, Spain, Italy and the Netherlands. Stephen is also widely known as
Director of the BBC Symphony Chorus whom he has prepared in a huge repertoire
for more than 50 conductors, including Bernard Haitink, Pierre Boulez, Simon
Rattle and Roger Norrington, and composer-conductors such as Luciano Berio
and John Adams. Stephen regularly conducts the Symphony Chorus himself, in the
concert hall, on tour and in the recording studio.
Two CDs of works by Carl Rütti and Judith Bingham were named Editor’s
Choice of the Month by Gramophone Magazine. He has particularly extended
the range of the ensemble’s a cappella repertoire which, uniquely for a choir of
its size, features such major scores as Arnold Schoenberg’s Friede auf Erden,
Richard Strauss’s Der Abend and Francis Poulenc’s Figure humaine. Aside from
the core repertoire with orchestra they have given premieres of works by MarkAnthony Turnage, Richard Rodney Bennett, Judith Bingham, Henryk Górecki,
Stephen Montague and many other composers. Stephen Jackson works regularly
with the Netherlands Radio Choir and the Choir of Radio France, and is active in
the USA, Japan and throughout Europe as conductor, teacher and adjudicator. He
is also a busy composer and arranger and is frequently performed on BBC Radio
and TV.
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Cecilia McDowall
Born in London, 1951, Cecilia McDowall has won many awards, been short-listed
eight times for the British Composer Awards and in 2014 won the Choral category
of the British Composer Awards for her haunting work, Night Flight, which
celebrates the pioneering flight of the American aviatrix, Harriet Quimby, across
the English Channel. McDowall’s distinctive style speaks directly to listeners,
instrumentalists and singers alike. Her most characteristic works fuse fluent
melodic lines with occasional dissonant harmonies and rhythmic exuberance.
Her music has been commissioned and performed by leading choirs, including the
BBC Singers, The Sixteen, Oxford and Cambridge choirs, Kansas City Chorale,
ensembles, and at festivals worldwide.
Recent commissions include When time is broke (Three Shakespeare Songs)
for the BBC Singers and Adoro te devote for Westminster Cathedral Choir,
London. Three Latin Motets were recorded by the renowned American choir,
Phoenix Chorale, conductor, Charles Bruffy; this Chandos recording, Spotless
Rose, won a Grammy award and was nominated for Best Classical Album. The
National Children’s Choir of Great Britain commissioned a work focusing on
‘children in conflict’, called Everyday Wonders: The Girl from Aleppo. This
cantata is based on the real-life escape of Nujeen Mustafa (who is wheelchairbound) and her sister from war-torn Aleppo; it tells of their harrowing journey
across 3,500 miles, through seven countries, eventually arriving in Germany with
relief and great gratitude.
In May, 2019, Wimbledon Choral Society and the Philharmonia Orchestra
premiered McDowall’s large-scale choral work, the Da Vinci Requiem, to coincide
with the 500th anniversary of Leonardo’s death. The work received its first
performance on 7 May in the Royal Festival Hall, London. McDowall’s works are
regularly broadcast on BBC Radio and readily available on CD.
In 2013 Cecilia McDowall received an Honorary Doctorate from Portsmouth
University and in 2017 McDowall was selected for an Honorary Fellow award
by the Royal School of Church Music. In 2019 she was awarded an Honorary
Doctorate from West London University. In 2021 the Choir of Trinity College,
Cambridge, will release a CD of her choral music on the Hyperion label. In 2020
McDowall was presented with the prestigious Ivor Novello Award for ‘outstanding
music collection’ for a ‘consistently excellent body of work’. This was a ‘Gift’ from
The Ivors Academy (formerly the British Composers’ Academy).
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Musical director
Hilary Campbell
Hilary Campbell is a freelance choral specialist, and is founder and Musical Director
of professional chamber choir Blossom Street, and Musical Director of Bristol Choral
Society, Chiswick Choir and the Music Makers of London. Her project work includes
guest conducting ensembles including the BBC Singers, Trinity Laban Chamber Choir
and the University of Greenwich Choir, and chorus mastering the BBC Symphony Chorus
and Royal Academy of Music Symphony Chorus. This year, Hilary is acting as Associate
Conductor of Ex Cathedra. She often runs an annual project with Master of the Queen’s
Music, Judith Weir, at the Royal Academy of Music, in conjunction with Blossom Street
and the RAM composition department, and began working there in 2017 as a BMus
Lecturer. In addition, she is conductor of P&O Ferries Choir, the group which won the
BBC2 series The Choir, and which she met whilst filming for the series.
Hilary gained a Distinction for an MMus in Choral Conducting at the Royal Academy of
Music with Patrick Russill; she was also awarded the three choral conducting prizes. She
received a Distinction for an MA in Vocal Studies at the University of York, and undertook
an Advanced Postgraduate Diploma in singing at Trinity College of Music. Following her
studies, she returned to the RAM as the Meaker Fellow 2012-13, the first choral conductor
to have been thus honoured. In 2018, Hilary was delighted to be made an Associate of
the Royal Academy of Music (ARAM). In addition to her regular conducting work, Hilary
also acts as an adjudicator, choral workshop leader and guest conductor. She is a founder
member of the Voices of London Festival, and is also a published and prize-winning
composer. With Blossom Street, she has released two award-winning Naxos recordings,
and recently released a third.
www.hilarycampbell.com

Pianist
Benedict Lewis-Smith
Benedict Lewis-Smith studied music at The University of Oxford (2007-2010), and
prior to this was awarded a place as a specialist musician at Wells Cathedral School,
Somerset. He is now Director of Music at St Columba’s Church, Knightsbridge and
combines this role with a substantial freelance career in London including vocal
coaching, accompanying and conducting. He has established choirs for a number of the
city firms and in 2018 founded his own group The Iona Consort.
He has broadcast on BBC Radio 3, and recently recorded on the digital label
Resonus Classics and Regent Records. Recent performances include recitals in the
Victoria International Arts Festival, Gozo, and a concert tour of Buenos Aires, where
he delivered classes in English song to the students at the Departamento de Artes
Musicales y Sonoras. In 2019 he was invited to deliver a choral workshop at St Paul’s
School, São Paulo, Brazil, and in London he works with choirs at Westminster School
and Hill House International Preparatory School.
Benedict performs alongside Julian Collings as the Oxbridge Organ Duo, with recent
performances in Kristiansand Cathedral (Norway) and St George’s Basilica (Gozo).
Their debut CD ‘Firebird’, on the Regent Records label, was released to great critical
acclaim in 2018, including a five star review in BBC Music Magazine.
www.benlewissmith.co.uk
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The choir

The Chiswick Choir
was founded in 1976 in London W4 by John Thackray, a passionate musician who
served as conductor for multiple London choirs. Between 1984 and 2015 the choir
was conducted by Alistair Jones and since January 2016 the choir has flourished
under the direction of award-winning composer and conductor Hilary Campbell.
Over the course of its forty-year career the Choir has built a repertoire
principally based on the European tradition from the 16th to 20th centuries. The
choir has also performed more contemporary pieces, including the world premiere
of Alistair Jones’s Stabat Mater in 2006, and Will Todd’s Mass In Blue as the
centrepiece of our Summer 2016 concert.
The choir’s repertoire includes most of the major works suited to a group
of its size – the Bach Passions, Mass in B minor, oratorios by Handel, works by
Mozart, Haydn and Beethoven, Verdi’s Requiem, Mendelssohn’s Elijah and so on.
Excursions into the 20th century have included performances of Britten’s Saint
Nicolas, Tippet’s A Child of Our Time and Stravinsky’s A Symphony of Psalms.
Chiswick Choir is still in action despite the coronavirus restrictions.
Throughout 2020/21 Chiswick Choir continued to rehearse and learn new works
remotely using Zoom technology. Our most recent ‘concert’ was in December
2020 when we put on a socially-distanced, behind-closed-doors performance of
Bob Chilcott’s On Christmas Night.
Chiswick Choir normally rehearses every Tuesday evening and performs three
concerts a year as the culmination of our Spring, Summer and Winter seasons.
We work with a variety of soloists, small ensembles, and full orchestras, to deliver
works from our varied repertoire. We usually perform in local churches but we’ve
also filled St Johns Smiths Square and provided the guest choir at York Minster.
The Chiswick Choir’s Aims:
• To inspire amateur singers to perform choral works to the highest standards
• To bring choral music to a wide audience at affordable prices
• To encourage singers to experience the enjoyment of singing
• To keep the tradition and art of choral singing alive for future generations
Chiswick Choir welcomes new members, and more information is available on our
Join Us page: https://chiswickchoir.org.uk/join/
We also offer a limited number of vocal scholarships each year to nurture the
skills and experience of talented singers between the ages of 18 and 30. At the
moment we have a vacancy for an Alto scholar to start in September 2021.
Chiswick Choir is registered with Making Music (National Federation of Music Societies).
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Friends of The Chiswick Choir
Friends’ application form

Chiswick Choir is grateful
for the support of our
loyal Friends:
Mr J. Balfour
Mrs E. Batki-Braun
Mr N. Bishop
Mr P. Chandler
Mrs T. Cooke
Mrs J. Cunningham
Mrs J. Dalglish
Mr C. Dewhurst
Mr J. Duff
Mr & Mrs C. Ford
Mrs L. Fox
Mr J.M. Goodeve-Docker
Ms S. Grant
Mr P. Grossmann
Mrs M. Howard
Mr W. Jest
Mr A. Jones
Mrs J. Kron
Mr B. Lovell
Mr A. Lumsden
Mr & Mrs R. Lusby
Mrs C. Morton
Mr I. Peacock
Mr M. Pownall
Mr & Mrs P. Schick
Mr L. Scrine
Mr R. Sinclair
Mrs S. Thackray
Mr F. Vieth
Mr M. Wakar
Ms A. Wilczak
Mrs J. Wigney
Mr J. Williams
Mr & Mrs J. Wilson
Mrs L. Woods
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Friends receive free entry and programmes to all our concerts,
an opportunity to attend one of the Tuesday rehearsals and an
invitation to an exclusive Friends Event.
Please contact our Friends Secretary Sue Chandler
friends@chiswickchoir.org.uk
or complete the form below and post to:
Chiswick Choir c/o St Michael’s Church, Elmwood Road W4 3DZ
I/We would like to become a Friend of Chiswick Choir and
enclose £50.00 per membership for the annual subscription
Name/s______________________________________________
Address______________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________

Postcode _____________________________________________
Telephone____________________________________________
Email________________________________________________

We look forward to seeing you at our future events:

2021 concert season – programme TBA

Chiswick Choir is a Registered Charity, No: 278765
Editor: Tony Speakman; Design: jc_associates. 

